ZDF's Crime: Stories

The Fall [Crime/suspense, 5x60 min. (3x90 min.)] In her first investigaton series since The X-Files, Gillian Anderson plays a brilliant detective pursuing a cunning serial killer in Belfast.

Reef Doctors [Family drama, 13x45 min.] This medical drama stars Lisa McCune as a doctor who runs a clinic on an island in Australia's Great Barrier Reef.

Crime: Stories [Crime/suspense, 6x45 min.] Based on the bestselling book by Ferdinand von Schirach, this mini-series consists of stand-alone episodes portraying unusual cases investigated by actual crimes.

Roads to Happiness—Footsteps in the Sand [Love/romance, 9x43 min.] Sporting the well-known telenovela name Roads to Happiness in its title, this series has been shot with a lavish, brand-new production technology.

Rocket City Rednecks [Factual, 2x30 min.] This five-part comedy series from Alabama uses science and ingenuity to solve big problems, from launching a rocket to moonshine to building an Iron Man suit.

Invisible Universe [Factual, 2x50 min.] Captured in HD by state-of-the-art high-speed cameras, events much faster than our eyes become visible and let us uncover natural mysteries in stunning detail.

Navajo Cops [Factual, 7x60 min.] A small force of 330 officers must protect and serve the 180,000 citizens of the Navajo Nation, the largest Indian reservation in North America.
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